
Are you ready to look things differently?  N
eed to find and embrace your truth? 

Guaranteed no judgement zone!!

Empowerment Facilitation & Tarot Reading

Reiki & Pellowah Healing

Shadow Process Counselling

Home and Business Cleansing & Blessing

Public / Motivational Speaking

Kevin McKee: 072 212 237 | kevin@fyreliteessence.co.za

www.fyreliteessence.co.za



Profile: Kevin McKee

Kevin is a Motivational Speaker, Empowerment Facilitator, Healer and Teacher 
based in Johannesburg South – The Hill.  His speciality is breaking through 
barriers of preconceived ideas and concepts and helping people find and live 
their OWN truth; not the truth of others they have been indoctrinated with.  His 
tools include courses and consultations, presentations and individual sessions.

He has been interviewed on Eden Radio and twice on Cliff 
Central and his regular Radio Shows on Alternate Views Radio 
(www.altview.gq) are always great fun and enlightening to listen 
too.

“Ready to Go” Presentations

• I am SO!!! Offended: What being offended says about you. Our society is so busy focussing outside of ourselves 
and allowing others to impact on our state of mind that we forget that the world reflects back to us what we most 
need to deal with in our own lives.  Time to stop being offended and start healing yourself.  Join Kevin McKee his 
revealing perspective on the world and how you can find your peace with-in it.

• The Power of Surrender: Doesn’t life sometimes seem like an eternal struggle and total chaos? Discover the differ-
ence between Surrendering with inspired action and giving up. Allow the Law of Attraction to work for you.

• Oh F*%k I am Stuck: Manifestation: We all have an understanding of what we think the Law of Attraction is - we 
have been told that is always works, so why then does it not always seem to work for us? Join Kevin McKee in this 
entertaining and enlightening discussion to help uncover the Secrets behind The Secret, why the Law of Attraction 
isn’t working for you. Bring your failures and turn them into successes.

• Sacred Sexuality: In our modern society we have thousands of taboos against sex and sexual expression – especial-
ly for women and “minority” sexual activity groups.  This causes division and dissent and no small amount of sui-
cides and unnecessary trauma for people to deal with. Join Kevin as he unpacks the truth behind sex and sexuality, 
and sheds light on the taboos with our society regarding sex.  The Sacred Masculine and Sacred Feminine are two 
powerful creative energies that can be harnessed to heal your life and relationships – join us to find out how.

• Accepting The Darkness Within: We are all beings with a dual nature; both light and dark, both good and evil, both 
Spirit and Ego.  Fighting part of who you are is a futile process and leads to all manner of psychosis and self-hatred.  
Join Kevin McKee for this enlightening look at the nature of the human being and the universe it surrounds itself in. 
Discover the reason for the creation and learn some tips on maintaining balance in your own psyche and the world 
around you.

• What is a Psychic Medium? A brief talk on what you can expect from a psychic or medium, what we do and explod-
ing some myths around the practice etc, followed by a brief “psychic demonstration” – I always hesitate to offer this 
as I have an ethical duty to pass on messages as accurately as I can – a public forum is not always the best place to 
have your “laundry aired” so to speak. While I do try to be as subtle as I can - it can be uncomfortable for someone 
who is put “on the spot”.
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